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Editor’s Confidentiality Agreement
On receipt of a manuscript by Cell Stress’ Editorial Office, you as the handling editor enter
into an ethical agreement, by which you promise to treat any received manuscript in a
confidential manner and to protect it from exploitation or misappropriation. The work
entrusted to Cell Stress and its editors is proprietary to the author and we must respect the
need for confidentiality, which includes the following points:
1. All documents and information provided in the course and for the purpose of
peerreview must be kept entirely confidential and not be used as resources for own
research interests.
2. Unauthorized access to any information from you as the handling editor must be
prevented and the manuscript and related documents protected from exploitation and
other impropriate usage (store in secure manner).
3. Documents must not be shared or discussed with other colleagues.
4. Names and comments by the reviewers only intended for the editor must remain
confidential indefinitely.
5. The selection of reviewers must be based on the authors’ suggestions, the editor’s
own considerations and the lack of a conflict of interest of the reviewer (the latter
must be explicitly inquired by the handling editor).
6. Before forwarding the manuscript to a chosen reviewer, you should establish a first
contact with restricted information (see Editor’s Guidelines) and obtain the reviewer’s
agreement to the confidentiality terms connected to receiving a manuscript for review.
7. When interacting with a corresponding author, make sure to remind that he/she needs
to keep all co-authors informed of any decision.
8. After the evaluation process is completed, you may keep the documents but for the
sole purpose of filing (the names and confidential comments of reviewers as well as
any confidential correspondence remains confidential indefinitely).
9. You are obliged not to disclose information about the manuscript or reveal particulars
about the review to outside inquiring sources during or after review and publication.
Please read this confidentiality agreement carefully and confirm that you have understood
and accept this agreement as a member of Cell Stress’ Editorial Board. Please send a
corresponding statement via e-email to editors@cell-stress.com.
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